TERMS & CONDITIONS FOR
POLYBALL NFTS
Polyball is a collection of digital artworks (NFTs) running on the Polygon
network. This website, polyball.win, is only an interface allowing
participants to mint digital collectibles. Users should be responsible for the
safety and management of their own private Polygon or any Cryptos
wallets and validating all transactions and contracts generated by this
website before approval. Furthermore, as the Polyball smart contract runs
on the Polygon blockchain, there is no ability to reverse or restore any
transactions.
The name and Intellectual Property involved in the Polyball Project
(“Polyball”) is owned by our team. Intellectual Properties include, but are
not limited to Polyball logo, the website, the smart contract code or
anything else not specifically granted by any following license, which are
reserved by the team or potential future DAO.
After you purchase an NFT, you gain full and complete ownsehing of your
NFT on the Polygon blockchain. Ownership of the NFT is mediated entirely
by the Smart Contract and the Polygon Network.
For Personal Use, Polyball grants you a worldwide, royalty-free license to
use, copy and display your NFT along with any extensions that you choose
to create or use, solely for the following purposes: 1. Your own personal,
non-commercial use 2. Display and usage of your NFT on External
Websites 3. The right to Buy, Sell, and Trade your NFT.
For Commercial Use, Polyball will grant you an unlimited, worldwide license
to use, copy, and display your NFT if you continue compliance with these
Terms:

1. Owning or operating a marketplace that permits the use and sale
of Polyball’s NFT and the market has ability to verify the actual ownership
of the NFT.
2. Owning or operating a third party website or application that
permits the inclusion, involvement, or participation of Polyball NFTs and the
platform has ability to verify the actual ownership of the NFT.
3. Earning revenue from any types of resources, which will have to
prove you have the ownership of the NFT.
Once the NFT leaves ownership, all Personal and Commercial use terms
are revoked.
You may purchase the Polyball NFT only if you have reached the age of
majority or legal age in your jurisdiction (generally 18 or older) and can
form legally binding contracts under applicable law. If you are under 18 or
the legal age of majority in your jurisdiction, your educational institution,
parent, or guardian must agree to these Terms of Use on your behalf.
There will be more features coming out soon. These Terms are Subject to
Change.
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